Weak alignment of membrane proteins in stressed polyacrylamide gels.
Residual dipolar couplings are important as angular constraints for the structure determination of membrane proteins in micelles. Strained polyacrylamide gels are one of the few available mechanisms available for inducing the requisite weak alignment for these samples. However, their use is frequently limited by the ability to incorporate proteins and buffer solutions into the gel matrix. The implementation of several methods of incorporating membrane proteins into gels are described. Conditions for copolymerizing the protein in the absence of a change in pH are detailed. Electrophoresis is also shown to be a useful method to incorporate proteins. Weak alignment of the protein-micelle complex in the gel matrix is subsequently achieved using either vertical or radial compression. The magnitude of alignment can be controlled by altering the gel concentration, the acrylamide/bisacrylamide ratio, and the compression ratio. The alignment tensor can be altered relative to uncharged polyacrylamide gels by copolymerizing samples with acrylamide/acrylic acid to incorporate negative charges in the strained polyacrylamide gel to provide an alternate orientation.